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a b s t r a c t 

In data clustering fuzzy predicates act as cluster descriptors providing linguistically expressed knowledge 

which indicates how features are related to each cluster. Fuzzy predicates directly and automatically ob- 

tained from data enable discovering knowledge inside clusters, even when there is no prior-information 

about the clustering problem. In this work a new method for automatic discovering of interval type-2 

fuzzy predicates in data clustering is proposed, called Type-2 Data-based Fuzzy Predicate Clustering (T2- 

DFPC). In a first stage, a data analysis is performed by making a random partition of the original data 

and running a clustering scheme that automatically determines the suitable number of clusters. From 

this stage, interval type-2 fuzzy predicates are discovered. Results obtained on very different cluster- 

ing datasets show that the T2-DFPC method was consistently one of the best in terms of accuracy. The 

method preserves all known advantages of the interval type-2 FL to deal with problems with vagueness, 

quantifying the degree of truth of the fuzzy predicates and modelling the variability of the data inside 

the clusters. The proposed method is a fast, useful, general, and unsupervised approach for interpretable 

data clustering, being the knowledge-extracting capabilities one of the main contributions. Linguistic ex- 

pressions can be easily adapted to match the terminology used in the field the data are related to. The 

predicates are able to generalize the knowledge for new cases (new data), as an intelligent system. This 

new approach might be surprisingly useful in contexts where, besides the clustering partition, summary 

information from data is of interest. 

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Data clustering is a set of unsupervised techniques designed to

group data, discovering unrevealed structures inside them. Clus-

tering is currently applied in many fields like data mining, busi-

ness and marketing, machine learning, pattern recognition, image

segmentation, information retrieval, bioinformatics, among others

( Dubey, Hanmandlu, Gupta, & Gupta, 2010; Hsu, Lin, & Tai, 2011;

Meschino, Comas, Ballarin, Scandurra, & Passoni, 2015 ). New clus-

tering algorithms are continuously proposed trying to solve differ-

ent aspects. 
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There are plenty of situations where data is required to be ana-

yzed so as to obtain relevant information from them. Groups of

imilar data could be one of the possible sources of this infor-

ation provided that some automatic description of the clusters

s given as an output of the algorithm used. Most of known ap-

roaches only give a partition of data as a result of applying the

lgorithm or additionally they discover centroids or prototype data.

owever, once this output is obtained, the challenge is how to

xtract information about the clusters, trying to answer questions

hat may arise, like: What do the data in a particular cluster have

n common? How was this partition achieved? Why are these data

n the same cluster? How do the values of variables or features

iffer into different clusters? 

Based on Fuzzy Logic (FL) theory, proposed by Zadeh, (1965,

975 ), data clustering using fuzzy predicates provides an inter-

sting clustering approach where knowledge about the clustering

an be linguistically expressed explaining how data features be-

ave into each cluster, i.e. predicates act as cluster descriptors.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.eswa.2016.10.018
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
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L defines degrees of truth of predicates with values between 0

false) and 1 (true). Fuzzy predicates describing different clusters

re evaluated for each datum. Cluster assigned to each datum

s typically that whose predicate obtained the highest degree of

ruth during the evaluation. 

Typical applications of fuzzy predicates on data clustering re-

uires knowledge about how features and clusters are related in

rder to define predicates and membership functions. However,

n the last year methods for automatic generation of fuzzy pred-

cates had been proposed ( Comas et al., 2012 ; Comas, Meschino,

run, & Ballarin, 2014a; Drobics, Bodenhofer, & Winiwarter, 2002;

eschino et al., 2015; Meschino, Comas, Ballarin, Scandurra, &

assoni, 2013 ). If fuzzy predicates could be directly and automat-

cally obtained from the analysis of the information contained in

ata, then these predicates would enable not only to perform the

ata clustering but also and as a distinctive feature to discover

nowledge about the clusters hidden in the data, by interpreting

he fuzzy predicates obtained. 

More common applications of FL in data clustering are based on

ype-1 FL. In this kind of FL, degrees of truth are limited to single

alues in the [0, 1] interval. Defining degrees of truth by single val-

es may not be adequate in cases of great imprecision such as data

ffected by noise or disagreement between different experts when

xpert knowledge is used, among others ( Comas, Pastore, Bouchet,

allarin, & Meschino, 2014b; Melin & Castillo, 2013; Mendel, 2007 ).

efining degrees of truth using intervals, interval type-2 FL enables

o deal with vagueness and imprecision by modelling the variabil-

ty in data and knowledge using intervals of truth values ( Comas,

eschino, Pastore, & Ballarin, 2011 ; Comas et al., 2014b ). The in-

erval type-2 FL has obtained good results in decision-making ap-

lications, including data clustering ( Comas et al., 2011 ; Comas

t al., 2012; Melin & Castillo, 2013 ). 

In this paper, a new general method called Type-2 Data-based

uzzy Predicate Clustering (T2-DFPC) is proposed: it is an inter-

al type-2-FL-based method for the automatic discovering of fuzzy

redicates in data clustering. Fuzzy predicates and interval type-2

embership functions are automatically found from data, allow-

ng both data clustering and knowledge discovering in each cluster.

he method retains all known advantages of the interval type-2 FL

o deal with problems with vagueness and imprecision, quantify-

ng the degree of truth of the fuzzy predicates and modelling the

ariability in the automatically-extracted-knowledge from data. 

First, data are analyzed considering a random partition of the

riginal data (or considering a dataset formed by different sub-

ets that could be even physically separated) running a clustering

cheme combining Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) clustering ( Ruspini, 1969 )

ith Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) ( Fraley & Raftery, 1998;

hao, Hautamaki, & Fränti, 2008 ). This clustering scheme automati-

ally defines the most suitable number of clusters for each dataset.

hen, fuzzy predicates and interval type-2 membership functions

re discovered. Finally, the predicates can be analyzed by interpret-

ng the knowledge given by the membership functions. 

The method proposed defines one fuzzy predicate for each dis-

overed cluster which can be interpreted as “The datum d belongs

o cluster k”. Given a datum d to assign to a cluster, degrees of

ruth of all fuzzy predicates are computed. As interval type-2 FL

s used, the degree of truth are intervals of truth values. In order

o compare the resulting intervals of truth values (which is not a

rivial task), determining whose with highest degree of truth and

erforming the cluster assignment, it is proposed here using the

oncept of “measure of interval of membership values”, originally

efined in ( Comas et al., 2014b ) for decision support systems, ex-

ending this measure for clustering problem. A detailed analysis of

uch an extension and its application is given. 

The obtained predicates from the T2-DFPC makes a different

lustering than other classical algorithms. Linguistic expressions
an be adapted to match the terminology of the domain experts.

nowledge discovered from the fuzzy predicates does not require

ny prior expert information (though it can be used later to im-

rove the system). Results obtained on different dataset using the

2-DFPC method show high accuracy, reaching the performance

f other algorithms. As interval type-2 membership functions en-

ble to merge the variability of data of each cluster into a single

embership function, a unique fuzzy predicate is used to “explain”

ach discovered cluster. Therefore, fuzzy predicates are easier in-

erpretable. 

This new approach might be surprisingly useful in contexts

here, besides the clustering partition, summary information from

ata is of interest, which is typically the case in a decision support

ystem. 

This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 , some impor-

ant concepts concerning to interval type-2 FL and fuzzy predi-

ates are discussed. Next, in Section 3 , the method proposed called

2-DFPC is explained in detail as well as the interval comparing

ethod proposed for the cluster assignment. The clustering re-

ults and the knowledge discovering from clustering are presented

n Section 4 . A discussion of the results and the main method’s

dvantages and limitations is given in Section 5 , comparing with

xisting approaches and current applications. Finally, in Section

 conclusions and future research directions are mentioned. 

. Interval type-2 FL 

This Section is intended to discuss and review basics on inter-

al type-2 FL and fuzzy predicates which are necessary in order to

ntroduce the notation used in the rest of the paper. 

FL was defined by Zadeh, (1965, 1975 ) as a natural extension

f Boolean Logic, conceived to deal with linguistic expressions and

o work with concepts described by vague or imprecise expres-

ions. FL provides an effective conceptual framework for dealing

ith the problem of knowledge representation in environments of

ncertainty and imprecision as is the case of the human reasoning

 Zadeh, 1989 ). In consequence, FL turns out to be an excellent tool

o model and to implement the human reasoning that is typically

xpressed using linguistic expressions ( Comas et al., 2014b ; Comas

t al., 2012 ). 

FL enables to define the degree of truth of a logic proposi-

ion with values between 0 (false) and 1 (true). One limitation

f the original notion of FL introduced by Zadeh, called type-1

L, is that their degrees of truth are limited to single values in

he [0, 1] interval. Defining degrees of truth by single values may

ot be adequate in cases with large imprecision like in the cases

f data affected by noise, disagreement between different experts

o define the degree of truth of a proposition resulting in impre-

ise knowledge, and other instances ( Comas et al., 2014b; Melin &

astillo, 2013; Mendel, 2007 ). Interval type-2 FL enables to deal

ith vagueness and imprecision by modelling the variability in

ata and knowledge using intervals of values of truth. 

Most existing schemes of FL both in data clustering and data

lassification are based on Fuzzy Inference Systems (FIS). These

uzzy systems use IF-THEN rules with Mamdani or Takagi-Sugeno-

ang approaches ( Celikyilmaz & Turksen, 2008 ; Comas et al., 2011;

eng, Jiang, Chung, Ishibuchi, & Wang, 2013; Juang, Chiu, & Chang,

007; Mansoori, 2011; Melin & Castillo, 2013 ) in applications re-

ated to: image classification or segmentation ( John & Innocent,

998; Tizhoosh, 2005; Zarandi, Zarinbal, & Izadi, 2011 ), speech

ecognition ( Zeng & Liu, 2006 ), control ( Lee, 1990 ), among others.

ome detailed reviews can be consulted in ( Comas et al., 2011;

elin & Castillo, 2013 ). A FIS requires defining aggregation and

efuzzification operators which means its outcome depends on a

ragmatic combination of operators and in general it is a real num-

er (not a label), turning difficult to understand how exactly data
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Fig. 1. Interval type-2 membership function for a variable X and a generic attribute. 

Degrees of truth for X are bounded for the lower membership function (Lower MF) 

and the upper membership function (Upper MF). The shaded area represents the 

FOU. 
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are assigned to labels ( Meschino et al., 2015 ). In addition, using

interval type-2 FL with IF-THEN rules has an important limitation

related to the computational cost demanded by the defuzzification

operation, mainly considering the large number of data in typical

clustering and classification problems. 

Unlike FIS based on IF-THEN rules, fuzzy predicates are a natu-

ral extension of Boolean predicates. In particular, in data clustering,

predicates determine the degree of truth in which the data corre-

spond to different clusters. Each cluster is described by one com-

pound fuzzy predicate as “The datum d belongs to cluster k” that

“explain” the cluster using simple predicates relating characteris-

tics of the values that describes the datum with the belonging of

the datum to the cluster. For each datum, the degree of truth of its

belonging to each cluster is obtained by applying fuzzy aggrega-

tion operators on degrees of truth. Once predicates are evaluated

for a datum, a cluster is assigned taking the cluster represented

by the fuzzy predicate with the highest degree of truth. In previ-

ous works, fuzzy predicates have shown good performance in data

clustering using type-1 FL ( Meschino et al., 2015 ), not demanding

high computational effort as FIS and requiring computational costs

similar to classical clustering algorithms. 

For these reasons, in the present paper it is proposed the use of

interval type-2 FL in order to model degrees of truth of fuzzy pred-

icates, taking into account the variability in the knowledge that

will be extracted from data. Due to the adopted approach, as the

degrees of truth of the fuzzy predicates are intervals of truth val-

ues, it is necessary comparing intervals of truth values in order to

determine which predicate has the highest degree of truth. Such a

comparison is done using a methodology that will be proposed in

the second part of the next Section. 

In the rest of the present Section, the concepts related to inter-

val type-2 FL and fuzzy predicates are formally defined in order to

introduce the notation and to clarify. 

In traditional approaches based on fuzzy predicates, a predicate

is defined as the part of a sentence that tells something about an

object which is been described and it is mathematically modelled

as a function on a universe of discourse X . In such approaches,

predicates become propositions where specific object are consid-

ered. However, predicate definition varies from theory to theory.

Due to this, in the current work it is adopted the approach given in

( Meschino et al., 2015 ), where the term fuzzy predicate is used to

refer to a sentence that assigns properties to objects and their val-

ues will be named degrees of truth. Additionally, the terms pred-

icate and proposition are used as synonymous unless it appears

necessary to distinguish between them. 

The next definitions are adopted: 

Definition 1. A type-1 fuzzy predicate p is a linguistic expres-

sion (a proposition) with a degree of truth ν( p ) ∈ [0, 1] ( Comas

et al., 2014b ). The fuzzy predicate concept applies the principle of

“gradualism” of FL, which considers that a statement can be both

true and false having some degree of truth (or falsehood) assigned

( Zadeh, 1965 ). 

Definition 2. An interval type-2 fuzzy predicate p is a fuzzy pred-

icate whose degree of truth is an interval of truth values ν(p) =
[ a, b ] , a, b ∈ [ 0 , 1 ] ( Comas et al., 2014b ). 

Definition 3. A type-1 membership function over an universe X is

a function μ: X → [0, 1] ( Comas et al., 2014b ; Zadeh, 1965 ). 

The membership function associates variable values with de-

grees of truth. From the point of view of fuzzy predicates μ( x ) with

x ∈ X , a membership function μ defines with what degree of truth

the value x satisfies the attribute described for the linguistic vari-

able associated to μ. 
efinition 4. An interval type-2 membership function

¯ over an universe X is a function μ̄ : X → A , where

 = { [ a, b ] /a ≤ b ∧ a, b ∈ [ 0 , 1 ] } ( Comas et al., 2014b ). Values

aken by an interval type-2 membership function are interval of

ruth values. 

efinition 5. The functions ϕ 

−
μ̄

: X → [ 0 , 1 ] and ϕ 

+ 
μ̄

: X → [ 0 , 1 ]

epresent respectively the lower membership function and the up-

er membership function of an interval type-2 membership func-

ion and they are defined as ( Comas et al., 2014b ): 

 

−
μ̄ (x ) = min ( ̄μ(x ) ) , ∀ x ∈ X 

 

+ 
μ̄ (x ) = max ( ̄μ(x ) ) , ∀ x ∈ X 

. (1)

efinition 6. The Footprint of Uncertainty (FOU) of μ̄ is the set of

ll points between the lower and the upper membership function

f μ̄, i.e. ( Comas et al., 2014b ): 

 O U μ̄ = 

⋃ 

x ∈ X 

{[
ϕ 

−
μ̄ (x ) , ϕ 

+ 
μ̄ (x ) 

]}
. (2)

In Fig. 1 an interval type-2 membership function for a normal-

zed variable X and a generic attribute is shown. The degree of

ruth defined by μ̄, called interval of truth values or interval of

embership values, is bounded for the lower membership func-

ion (Lower MF) and the upper membership function (Upper MF).

he shaded area represents the FOU. The greater vagueness (vari-

bility) is surrounding X bigger is the FOU. 

Fuzzy predicates can be simple or compound ( Meschino et al.,

015 ): 

efinition 7. A simple predicate p s is a fuzzy predicate whose de-

ree of truth is generally obtained from a membership function,

hich can be defined by automatic methods or by expert’s knowl-

dge. 

efinition 8. Two fuzzy predicates p and q are equivalent, this is

 ≡ q , if and only if ν(p) = ν(q ) . 

efinition 9. A compound predicate p c is a fuzzy predicate equiv-

lent to a logic combination of simple predicates or others com-

ound predicates. The logic combination uses logical operators

uch as “and” ( ∧ ), “or” ( ∨ ), “not” ( ¬ ), “implication” ( ⇒ ), and

double-implication” ( ⇔ ). 

To define the degree of truth of compound fuzzy predicates,

unctions that extend Boolean logical operators to operate with FL
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Fig. 2. Processing pipeline for the T2-DFPC method . Stage #1: Random data parti- 

tion, generating M disjoint subsets. Stage #2: Extraction of cluster prototypes. Stage 

#3: Generation of an interval type-2 fuzzy predicate system for clustering. Stage 

#4: Predicate analysis and interpretation. 
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re used. The degree of truth of predicates involving the operators

and”, “or”, and “not” are obtained respectively by means of the

uzzy conjunction ( C ), disjunction ( D ), and complement ( c ) ( Comas

t al., 2014b ). Logical connectives of “implication” and “double-

mplication” are evaluated using combinations of basic operators. 

In the case of interval type-2 FL, the compound fuzzy predicates

re evaluated by means of the Zadeh’s Extension Principle ( Comas

t al., 2014b ; Zadeh, 1975 ). Let us consider p and q to be two fuzzy

redicates with degrees of truth given for the intervals of truth

alues ν(p) = [ ϕ 

−
p , ϕ 

+ 
p ] and ν(q ) = [ ϕ 

−
q , ϕ 

+ 
q ] respectively. According

o the Zadeh’s Extension Principle the degree of truth of the com-

ound predicate is obtained as follow ( Comas et al., 2014b ): 

efinition 10. The degree of truth of the conjunction between p

nd q , noted by p ∧ q , is a new interval of truth values defined by:

( p ∧ q ) = 

[
C 
(
ϕ 

−
p , ϕ 

−
q 

)
, C 

(
ϕ 

+ 
p , ϕ 

+ 
q 

)]
, (3) 

here C : [0, 1] 2 → [0, 1] is a fuzzy conjunction. 

efinition 11. The degree of truth of the disjunction between p

nd q , noted by p ∨ q , is a new interval of truth values defined by:

( p ∨ q ) = 

[
D 

(
ϕ 

−
p , ϕ 

−
q 

)
, D 

(
ϕ 

+ 
p , ϕ 

+ 
q 

)]
, (4) 

here D : [0, 1] 2 → [0, 1] is a fuzzy disjunction. 

efinition 12. The degree of truth of the complement of p , noted

y ¬ p, is a new interval of truth values defined by: 

( ¬ p ) = 

[
c 
(
ϕ 

+ 
p 

)
, c 

(
ϕ 

−
p 

)]
, (5) 

here c : [0, 1] → [0, 1] is a fuzzy complement. 

In this work, based on previous successful results ( Comas

t al., 2014b; Meschino et al., 2013, 2015 ), three kind of fuzzy oper-

tors are considered: compensatory logic operations based on Ge-

metric Mean Based Compensatory Logic (GMCL) and Arithmetic

ean Based Compensatory Logic (AMCL) ( Bouchet, Pastore, An-

rade, Brun, & Ballarin, 2011 ) and standard triangular norms (Max-

in) ( Dubois & Prade, 1980 ). 

As it is well known, the operators of GMCL and AMCL are

ensitive to the whole set of operands being based on geometric

nd arithmetic means. In contrast, in the widely used operations

ax-Min only one of the operands (the maximum or the mini-

um) dominates the result ignoring the values of the remaining

perands. 

Considering compensatory operators, the value of conjunctions

nd disjunctions can be influenced by and therefore “compen-

ated” for the value of any of the degrees of truth considered in 

he operation. An increase (or a decrease) in the degree of truth

f a conjunction or a disjunction as results of changes in the de-

ree of truth of one component can be compensated by an increase

or a decrease) of the degree of truth of another component. This

haracteristic makes compensatory FL especially suited for selec-

ion problems; yet it is also convenient for ranking, appraising, and

lassificatory purposes ( Meschino et al., 2015 ). 

. Proposed methods 

In order to make more understandable the methods proposed,

he present Section is divided in two sub-sections. First, the

ethod called Type-2 Data-based Fuzzy Predicate Clustering (T2-

FPC) is explained in detail. Then, interval comparing method pro-

osed in the present work to assign cluster to data is presented. 
.1. Method Type-2 Data-based fuzzy predicate clustering (T2-DFPC) 

The method proposed called Type-2 Data-based Fuzzy Predicate

lustering (T2-DFPC) is described in detail in this Section. It auto-

atically defines fuzzy predicates and interval type-2 membership

unctions from data which enable: (a) to perform the clustering

f the data and (b) to explain how the clustering is performed by

xtracting linguistic knowledge about the clustering problem. Each

luster can be explained by only one fuzzy predicate in a simple

ay. An expert in the field where the data come from could be

ble to give linguistic meaning to the membership functions and

he predicates automatically discovered. The method proposed can

e split into four stages: 1) Random data partition, 2) Extraction of

luster prototypes, 3) Generation of an interval type-2 fuzzy predicate

ystem for clustering , and 4) Predicate analysis and interpretation . 

Using the data to be clustered, a fuzzy clustering system based

n fuzzy predicates and interval type-2 FL is automatically de-

igned. In the first stage, a random partition on data is performed.

ata contained in each subset are analyzed in stage #2, applying

n automatic crisp clustering scheme on each subset, which au-

omatically defines the suitable number of clusters. The clustering

cheme combines the BIC ( Fraley & Raftery, 1998 ) with the FCM al-

orithm ( Ruspini, 1969 ) following the method developed in ( Zhao

t al., 2008 ). The obtained clustering enables to analyze the vari-

bility of the data into each cluster and to extract cluster proto-

ypes, i.e. representative data of each discovered cluster. By ana-

yzing the obtained cluster prototypes in stage #3, interval type-

 membership functions and fuzzy predicates describing the data

lusters are defined. Finally, in the stage #4, the obtained fuzzy

redicates are analyzed and knowledge about the clustering is ob-

ained giving a linguistic meaning related to how the clustering is

ade. 

Fig. 2 shows the processing pipeline for the T2-DFPC method. A

etailed description of the steps of each method stage is made in

he remainder of this Section. 
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Fig. 3. Detailed diagram of the stages #1 and #2 of the proposed method. 
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3.1.1. Stage #1: random data partition 

Let X ⊂ [ −1 , 1 ] n be the dataset to be clustered, where N is the

number of data in X and n is the dimension of the space of data.

The first stage of the method consists of making a random parti-

tion on X generating M disjoint subsets of X, namely { P m 

} m =1 ,...,M 

,

X = P 1 ∪ P 2 ... ∪ P M 

. The partition size M is a method parameter. It

is desirable that each subset is balanced; i.e. each P m 

has approxi-

mately the same number of data points in each cluster. 

Each subset P m 

represents different instances of the same clus-

tering problem. Therefore, it is expected that clustering the data in

the P m 

, m = 1 , ..., M, will result in clusters on similar but not nec-

essarily the same regions of the data space. Therefore, the cluster-

ing performed on the different subsets could reveal different char-

acteristics of the data space regarding to the distribution of the

clusters. Consequently, the clustering on each P m 

works as a dif-

ferent “opinion” of how clustering should look like, capturing the

variability of the data inside of the clusters. This consideration is

used to make the interval type-2 membership functions capturing

these aspects of the clustering problem. 

3.1.2. Stage #2: extraction of cluster prototypes 

In this stage, automatic clustering of each P m 

, m = 1 , ..., M, ob-

tained in the stage #1 is performed. It is used FCM as clustering al-

gorithm ( Ruspini, 1969 ) combining with the BIC ( Fraley & Raftery,

1998 ) for the automatic determination of the number of clusters,

following the method developed in ( Zhao et al., 2008 ), requiring

no parameter related to the number of cluster. 

The number of clusters obtained in each P m 

could be differ-

ent considering that the number of cluster obtained with the au-

tomatic clustering scheme depends on the data in each P m 

. As a

result, for a specific P m 

the clustering result can be expressed as

{ �m, j } j=1 ,..., κm 
where P m 

= �m, 1 ∪ ... �m, j ... ∪ �m, κm and κm 

is the

number of cluster obtained for the subset P m 

. 

After running the clustering algorithm on the { P m 

} m =1 ,...,M 

sub-

sets, a second clustering on the obtained cluster centroids is per-

formed, regrouping the original clusters of the partitions by sim-

ilarity. Let { Y m, j } m =1 ,...,M 

j=1 ,..., κm 

be the set of cluster centroids obtained

from the clustering of the { P m 

} m =1 ,...,M 

, where κm 

is the number

of clusters discovered in the subset m , m = 1 , . . . , M. In this step,

K clusters are defined for the whole set of centroids; where K is

defined as the maximum of the number of clusters obtained by

clustering the subsets P m 

, m = 1 , ..., M, i.e. K is the maximum of

{ κm 

} m =1 ,...,M 

. In order to regroups the centroids, FCM with crisp

clustering is used, grouping the centroids { Y m, j } m =1 ,...,M 

j=1 ,..., κm 

into K

clusters. 

As a result, groups of the clusters of the subsets P m 

, m =
1 , ..., M are obtained, which are represented by their centroids. The

set of centroids is denoted as { �l,k } l=1 ,..., L k 
k =1 ,...,K 

, where L k is the num-

ber of the original clusters of the subsets that were reassigned to

the cluster k . The data, now reassigned to the cluster k , will be

noted as �l, k , with l = 1 , ..., L k and k = 1 , ..., K. These data describe

different characteristics of a same cluster on the original dataset X.

Considering the data in �l, k for a fixed k , different descriptions or

“opinions” for the cluster k can be extracted. These “opinions” act

capturing the variability of the data inside the cluster discovered

and will be used in the next stage to define interval type-2 fuzzy

predicates explaining the clusters. In Fig. 3 a detailed diagram of

the stages #1 and #2 of the method is shown. 

3.1.3. Stage #3: generation of an interval type-2 fuzzy predicate 

system for clustering 

The data contained in { �l,k } l=1 ,..., L k 
k =1 ,...,K 

are analyzed in this stage

defining interval type-2 membership functions and fuzzy predi-

cates that enable to group the original dataset as a whole and
o interpret how the clustering is performed. The final clustering

esult is obtained evaluating the fuzzy predicates defined in this

tage, using the method detailed in the Section 3.2 to compare the

esulting intervals of truth values. 

The present stage consists of the next steps: 

(1) Type-1 membership functions are generated analyzing the

data contained in { �l,k } l=1 ,..., L k 
k =1 ,...,K 

. Gaussian membership func-

tions are used, although other shapes could also be consid-

ered. For each feature and each cluster, the centers of the

type-1 Gaussian membership functions are the cluster cen-

troids contained in the set of centroids { �l,k } l=1 ,..., L k 
k =1 ,...,K 

ob-

tained previously. The widths of the Gaussian membership

functions are computed as the standard deviations of the

data contained in { �l,k } l=1 ,..., L k 
k =1 ,...,K 

. 

As a consequence, a type-1 Gaussian membership function

is defined for each feature i and each cluster k . As there are

L k data subsets for each cluster, L k type-1 Gaussian member-

ship functions are made for each combination of cluster and

feature. 

The centers of these Gaussian functions are the cluster cen-

ters obtained in the previous step; namely { ω i,l,k } i =1 ,...,n 
l=1 ,..., L k 
k =1 , ... ,K 

,

where ω i, l, k ∈ �l, k . Then, the standard deviations of the

data in each cluster, noted by { σi,l,k } i =1 , ... ,n 
l=1 ,..., L k 
k =1 , ... ,K 

, for each fea-

ture and each subset in { �l,k } l=1 ,..., L k 
k =1 ,...,K 

are computed. 

Considering that the type-1 membership functions created;

noted by { μi,l,k } i =1 , ... ,n 
l=1 ,..., L k 
k =1 , ... ,K 

, where μi,l,k : [ −1 , 1 ] → [ 0 , 1 ] ; indi-

cate the correspondence between feature values and clus-

ters, the standard deviation controls the width (sigma) of

the Gaussian functions. The standard deviation acts as a pa-

rameter controlling how the degree of truth of the member-

ship functions decreases when the values of the feature for

a specific datum moves away from the cluster center. That

is, for feature values close to the cluster center, the corre-
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spondence between the values and the cluster is high and it

decreases as values move away from the centroid. 

(2) For each cluster k ∈ {1, ..., K } and each feature i ∈ {1, ...,

n }, a unique interval type-2 membership function noted by

μ̄i,k is now defined, combining the previous type-1 mem-

bership functions using fuzzy operators. The lower member-

ship function and the upper membership function of μ̄i,k are

computed respectively as: 

ϕ 

−
μ̄i,k 

(x ) = C 
(
μi, 1 ,k (x ) , ..., μi, L k ,k 

(x ) 
)

ϕ 

+ 
μ̄i,k 

(x ) = D 

(
μi, 1 ,k (x ) , ..., μi, L k ,k 

(x ) 
), (6) 

∀ x ∈ [ −1,1], i ∈ {1, ..., n }, and k ∈ {1, ..., K }; where C is the

conjunction operator of the AMCL ( Bouchet et al., 2011 ) and

D is the s -norm called Algebraic sum ( Comas et al., 2014b )

computed by pairs over the degrees of truth μi,l,k (x ) , l =
1 , ..., L k . 

The interval type-2 membership functions are defined merg-

ing with fuzzy operators all partial descriptions obtained

from the M subsets which are contained in the type-1 mem-

bership functions μi, l, k , with l = 1 , ..., L k for a feature i and

a cluster k . The descriptions say what features values have

more correspondence with the characteristics collected by

the cluster. 

(3) Finally, one fuzzy predicate is made for each cluster k ∈ {1,

..., K } ( K compound predicates) by logically operating with

the degrees of truth defined by the interval type-2 member-

ship functions made in the step 2. For each cluster, the next

fuzzy predicate is defined: 

p k (d) ≡ μ̄1 ,k ( d 1 ) ∧ μ̄2 ,k ( d 2 ) ∧ , . . . , ∧ μ̄n,k ( d n ) , 
k = 1 , 2 , . . . , K 

. (7) 

here d is a generic datum to be assigned to the cluster k . 

The fuzzy predicate p k ( d ) enables to weigh with what degree of

ruth the values of datum d correspondence to (are close to) the

haracteristics detected around the cluster k . 

The degrees of truth of all predicates { p k } k =1 ,...,K are computed

sing the interval type-2 membership functions and fuzzy opera-

ors. Cluster assignment is performed obtaining the predicate with

he highest degree of truth using the method detailed in Section

.2 . 

.1.4. Stage #4: predicate analysis and interpretation 

The fuzzy predicates defined in the stage #3 can be easily in-

erpreted by analyzing the position of the respective membership

unctions in the feature range. 

First, the predicate p k ( d ) can be linguistically read as “The datum

 belongs to cluster k” and μ̄i,k ( d i ) can be linguistically interpreted

s “The feature i in the datum d corresponds to cluster k” or “The

eature i in the datum d is near to the centroid of cluster k”. The

earer the value of feature i in the datum d to the value of the

aximum of μ̄i,k , the higher the degree of truth of μ̄i,k ( d i ) . As

¯ i,k ( d i ) is higher, p k ( d ) should also be higher, reflecting the fact

hat if the datum d is near the centroid of the cluster k , then the

atum d belongs to cluster k . 

The generic linguistic interpretations given before can be re-

laced by linguistic attributes analyzing the positions of the mem-

ership functions μ̄i,k ( d i ) related to the range of the feature. For

nstance, let us consider the interval type-2 membership func-

ions shown in Fig. 4 , which could be obtained using the T2-DFPC

ethod for a generic dataset. According to Fig. 4 , three clusters

ave been discovered represented with different colors. Blue color

epresents the cluster #1 . Red color represents the cluster #2 . Yel-

ow color represents the cluster #3. 

By simple inspection it is easy to see that the cluster #1 (blue)

s related to low values of the feature #1 and high values of feature
2 . In the same way, cluster #2 (red) is related to medium values

f the feature #1 and low values of feature #2 . Finally, cluster #3

yellow) is related to high values of the feature #1 and medium

alues of feature #2 . 

Under these considerations for this example the generic fuzzy

redicates obtained from the stage #3 of T2-DFPC can be rewritten

s follows: 

• p 1 ( d ): “The datum d belongs to cluster #1 ′′ is equivalent to

“The feature #1 in the datum d is low and the feature #2 in

the datum d is high”. 
• p 2 ( d ): “The datum d belongs to cluster #2 ′′ is equivalent to

“The feature #1 in the datum d is medium and the feature

#2 in the datum d is low”. 
• p 3 ( d ): “The datum d belongs to cluster #3 ′′ is equivalent to

“The feature #1 in the datum d is high and the feature #2

in the datum d is medium”. 

The “feature i” denominations can be replaced for the name of

he features. More specific interpretation can be given for experts

n the field where the data come from. In the Section 4.2 an ex-

mple of the interpretation of the fuzzy predicates obtained for an

ctual application case is presented. 

Further information can be analyzed using the obtained mem-

ership functions and predicates. More specifically, analyzing both

he area of the resulting FOU and the width of the membership

unctions it is possible to evaluate the vagueness or variability

round of the clusters discovered. As a result, the same analysis

an be done on the features and attributes associated to each clus-

er. 

In this regard, large FOU implies large variations between the

ata contained in the subsets obtained from the partition in the

tage #1. As this partitioning process is random, it is expected that

ach subset generated is statistically representative of the original

ataset X. By consequence, each subset contains different instances

f the same clustering problem and, therefore, the clustering on

he subsets can reveal different “opinions” of how clustering of the

hole dataset X should look like. These different “opinions” are

artially modelled using type-1 membership functions in a first

tep and then these are merged into interval type-2 membership

unctions using fuzzy operators in the stage #3. 

Due to the previous considerations, membership functions with

arge FOU (for a given cluster) indicate that there is a large vague-

ess (i.e. variability or disagreement) about the degree of truth of

he correspondence between feature values and the cluster. Also,

arge FOU are associated with great variation between the differ-

nt “opinions” modelled by the type-1 membership functions. 

From the feature point of view, it suggests that there is a great

agueness about the attribute modelled by the membership func-

ion as well as about the importance of this to assign a data point

o the corresponding cluster. On the other hand, wide membership

unctions are related to a large variability inside a particular clus-

er. Consequently, both aspects provide information on different as-

ects of the clustering problem. 

This kind of analysis can be used on datasets in different ap-

lication domain, once the T2-DFPC is applied. Besides the lin-

uistic interpretation of the fuzzy predicates and depending on

ach particular case, both the width and the shape of the mem-

ership functions can reveal important characteristics of problem

ddressed. 

.2. Interval comparing: method proposed for data clustering using 

nterval Type-2 FL 

The fuzzy predicates { p k } k =1 ,...,K obtained from the T2-DFPC

ethod enables to perform the clustering of the original dataset

. The degrees of truth, which are intervals of truth values, are
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Fig. 4. Example of obtained membership functions from T2-DFPC for a generic dataset. a) Membership functions obtained for the “Feature #1 ′′ . b) Membership functions 

obtained for the “Feature #2 ′′ . Three clusters were discovered. Blue color corresponds to cluster #1 . Red color corresponds to cluster #2 . Yellow color corresponds to cluster 

#3 . (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.). 
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computed using fuzzy operators according to the definition given

in Section 2 . 

As it was explained, the cluster assignment requires interval

comparing. Such a comparison is required to achieve a ranking be-

tween intervals in all the possible cases, i.e. both non-overlapping,

overlapping and one interval included into the other one. After in-

terval comparing, the predicate with the highest degree of truth for

each datum can be obtained, determining the cluster assignment. 

Most of existing methods for interval comparing are focused in

preference selection and do not completely cover the case where

one interval is included in the other, specifically, intervals with

same mean value. Such methods include the works ( Ishibuchi &

Tanaka, 1990; Kundu, 1997; Moore & Lodwick, 2003; Sengupta &

Pal, 20 0 0 ), among others. 

In the other hand, in ( Comas et al., 2014b ) the concept of “mea-

sure of interval of membership values” is introduced enabling to

describe degrees of truth represented by intervals of truth values

using real numbers and to define a ranking for all possible cases.

Such an approach was proposed for decision support systems. On

the basis of that procedure, in the present section an extension

is proposed in order to solve the cluster assignment problem. The

new proposal adds value to the original proposal, not only because

it includes a new field for its application, but also because it incor-

porates an analysis of necessary properties for a ranking which will

be used in clustering. This new approach consists of the definition

of a new function called “measure of interval of truth values” and

a detailed description of this approach is given below. 

Let us consider an interval of truth value ν( p( d) ) =
[ ϕ 

−
p(d) 

, ϕ 

+ 
p(d) 

] obtained from evaluating a fuzzy predicate p in

a datum (a value) d . Let χ be the set of all the closed intervals

contained in [0, 1], i.e. the set of all the possible intervals of

truth values. The degree of truth represented by the interval

[ ϕ 

−
p(d) 

, ϕ 

+ 
p(d) 

] can be described using the function f : χ → R 

+ 

given by: 

f 
([

ϕ 

−
p(d) 

, ϕ 

+ 
p(d) 

])
= 

ϕ 

−
p(d) 

+ ϕ 

+ 
p(d) 

2 

ϕ 

+ 
p(d) 

, (8)

where the function f is called measure of interval of truth values.

This measure defines a real number for all the possible interval of

truth values, including the cases of non-overlapping, overlapping

and one interval included in the other. The higher the value of f

the higher the degree of truth. 

As it can be seen, f combines the mean value of the interval

with its maximum. The following analysis can be done: 

• Considering clustering applications, interval type-2 member-

ship functions have maximum values close to those that bet-
ter meet the properties of the clusters. In the case of the

T2-DFPC method, the maximum is close to the centroid of

the discovered cluster. In this sense, given a datum and two

clusters, the datum will be closer to the maximum of the

membership functions that describes the cluster for which

the datum better meets its properties. Therefore, the mean

value of the interval of truth values resulting of evaluating

the predicate for that cluster will be higher giving as a con-

sequence a higher value of f . 
• Given two intervals of truth values with same mean value, re-

sulting of the predicate evaluation for two different clusters

and a datum, that interval with higher maximum value indi-

cates a higher joint fulfillment of the cluster properties. For

this reason, the maximum value of the interval is included

in f . 

Considering the previous analysis, f can be used for inducing a

anking between the intervals of truth values resulting of evaluate

he predicates { p k } k =1 ,...,K in a datum d and, in consequence, this

anking can be used for assign a cluster to the datum. In addition,

he next properties are satisfied by f : 

• For the interval [ 0 , 0 ] = 0 (the minimum interval of truth val-

ues) f ( [ 0 , 0 ] ) = 0 . 
• For the interval [ 1 , 1 ] = 1 (the maximum interval of truth val-

ues) f ( [ 1 , 1 ] ) = 0 . 5 . 
• Given two intervals [ a, a ] = a , [ b, b ] = b where a < b , then

f ( [ a, a ] ) = a 2 < f ( [ b, b ] ) = b 2 , following in these case the

ranking that can be obtained using type-1 FL. 
• The ranking of intervals of truth values induced by f is transi-

tive. 

On the basis of all the previous observations, the method pro-

osed for data clustering using interval type-2 FL and fuzzy predi-

ates is given below. 

Let us consider a fuzzy system for data clustering formed by a

et of K compound fuzzy predicates { p k } k =1 ,...,K and interval type-2

embership functions { ̄μi,k } i =1 , 2 , ... ,n 
k =1 , 2 , ... ,K 

, which could be obtained us-

ng the T2-DFPC method or others methods. Each p k is interpreted

s p k ( d ): “The datum d belongs to cluster k,” describing one of the

lusters. Given a datum d ∈ [ −1 , 1 ] n to be assigned to a cluster,

here n is the dimension of the normalized data space, the clus-

ering steps are: 

1) Compute the degrees of truth of the K compound fuzzy pred-

icates { p k } k =1 ,...,K for the datum d , using the membership

functions and fuzzy operators, resulting in the degrees of
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Fig. 5. Proposed method for data clustering using interval type-2 FL and fuzzy predicates. Given a datum d to be assigned to a cluster, all the fuzzy predicates are evaluated 

obtaining K intervals of truth values (one per cluster). Then, the cluster is assigned considering the predicate with the highest measure of interval of truth values. 
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truth { ν( p k (d) ) } k =1 ,...,K ; where ν( p k (d) ) = [ ϕ 

−
p k (d) 

, ϕ 

+ 
p k (d) 

] is

an interval of truth values. 

2) Apply the measure of intervals of truth values f to the inter-

vals { ν( p k (d) ) } k =1 ,...,K , obtaining the values: 

{ f ( ν( p k (d) ) ) } k =1 ,...,K = 

{
f 
([

ϕ 

−
p k (d) 

, ϕ 

+ 
p k (d) 

])}
k =1 ,...,K 

. (9) 

3) Assign to the datum d the cluster corresponding to the fuzzy

predicate with the highest value of measure of intervals of

truth values, i.e., it is assigned the cluster k ′ ∈ {1, ..., K }

where p k ′ is such that: 

f ( ν( p k ′ (d) ) ) = max { f ( ν( p k (d) ) ) } k =1 ,...,K . (10) 

The fuzzy operators used are typically defined and adjusted ac-

ording to data clustering problem. Results would be different de-

ending on the fuzzy operators. This methodology can be used for

ny data clustering problem where interval type-2 FL and fuzzy

redicates are used. The methodology proposed is summarized in

ig. 5. 

. Results 

In this Section, results of the method T2-DFPC proposed are

resented. First, clustering assessment is presented, comparing re-

ults of the method proposed with those of existing clustering

ethods. At the end of this Section, in order to analyze the pred-

cate interpretation and knowledge discovering suggested in the

tage #4 of the method, the procedure is explained in detail for

 real dataset. 

.1. Clustering assessment 

Clustering assessment is not a trivial task, requiring the proper

election of validation indices according to each particular case

 Halkidi, Batistakis, & Vazirgiannis, 2001 ). The selection depends

n the aim of the clustering application, i.e. if the clustering is used

or data exploration, generalization of a previous labeling, mod-

ling, among others. If the pursued objective is the data explo-

ation, it is necessary automatically finding compact clusters and

arameter optimization is used, for instance including the BIC. In

uch cases, internal validation indices can be used for validation

urposes. Conversely, if the generalization of previous labeling is

eeded, then the number of clusters is known and external val-

dation indices such accuracy can be used in order to assess the

lustering obtained. 

On the basis of these considerations and taking in to account

he possible applications of the method proposed, the clustering
ssessment was performed using the accuracy measure, estimating

he clustering quality obtained with the T2-DFPC method applied

o the next nine public datasets previously labelled: 

• Wine dataset (3 clusters, 13 features, 198 data) ( Cortez,

Cerdeira, Almeida, Matos, & Reis, 2009 ). 
• Iris dataset (3 clusters, 4 features, 150 data) ( Fisher, 1936 ). 
• MRI1 dataset, 40 0 0 pixels randomly selected per cluster from

simulated magnetic resonance images (3 clusters, 3 features,

12,0 0 0 data) ( Kwan, Evans, & Pike, 1999 ). These data were

taken without any noise or distortion, and they come from

computer simulations. 
• MRI2 dataset, 200 pixels randomly selected per cluster from

the previous dataset (3 clusters, 3 features, 600 data) ( Kwan

et al., 1999 ). 
• Wisconsin breast cancer dataset (32 features - 3 selected, 2

clusters, 569 data) ( Ghazavi & Liao, 2008 ). 
• Pima Indians diabetes dataset (8 features - 3 selected, 2 clus-

ters, 768 data) ( Ghazavi & Liao, 2008 ). 
• Moon dataset (2 features, 2 clusters, 20 0 0 data). This is a syn-

thetic dataset whose characteristics will be presented in the

next subsection. 
• Seeds dataset (7 features, 3 clusters, 210 data) ( Charytanowicz

et al., 2010 ). 
• Banknote dataset (5 features - 2 selected, 2 clusters, 1372

data) ( Bache & Lichman, 2013 ). 

Previous to the accuracy computing, each discovered cluster

as assigned to one and only one real label in the gold standard

esult considering the majority labels in each cluster. To be inde-

endent of the algorithm initialization, each clustering algorithm

as run 20 times, reporting accuracy estimations corresponding to

ccuracy averages. The analysis included standards deviation esti-

ation and statistical tests of significance. 

In addition, internal validation indices such as Dunn and Silhou-

tte indices were also estimated, revealing none significant differ-

nces between the T2-DFPC and the test clustering methods. 

Graphs are used to help the comparisons. The results showed

hat the proposed method (T2-DFPC) outperformed or at least

chieved the results of the others, but unlike the algorithms not

ased on fuzzy predicates, in the proposed approach the clustering

ould be interpreted. 

For the Wisconsin breast cancer and Pima Indians diabetes

atasets, in order to facilitate result comparisons, only some fea-

ures were used as it is suggested in ( Meschino et al., 2015 ). 

In the case of the Banknote dataset only the two first features

ere used, considering the best clustering accuracy obtained for
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the T2-DFPC using full search selection. Then, all clustering algo-

rithms were run with the same selected features. 

The clustering methods used in the tests were: 

• T2-DFPC : Type-2 Data-based Fuzzy Predicate Clustering (the

method proposed). It used an automatic clustering scheme

combining FCM and the BIC. Information to generate interval

type-2 membership functions was taken directly from data

clustering results. 
• DFPC : Data-based Fuzzy Predicate Clustering. This is similar

to the method proposed but type-1 FL was used. No data

partition was made. In consequence, the whole dataset was

used to make type-1 membership functions following simi-

lar considerations to the T2-DFPC. 
• SOM-FCM ( Meschino et al., 2015 ): a Self-Organizing Maps

(SOM) was trained with the dataset and an automatic FCM-

BIC clustering scheme was applied to the its codebook (con-

figuring a two-level clustering scheme). 
• K-means ( Jain & Flynn, 1999 ): the K-means algorithm com-

bining with the BIC was applied to the dataset determining

the proper number of clusters in each case. 
• FCM ( Ruspini, 1969 ): FCM algorithm was combining with the

BIC and was applied to the datasets considering random ini-

tial centroids. As a result, K centroids were obtained and

data were assigned to the cluster with the highest member-

ship value. 
• EM , Expectation-Maximization ( Bishop, 2006 ): it is a very

known method used to fit a Gaussian mixture models to

a dataset. Probability density functions characterizing the

dataset were obtained. Then probability of belonging to each

cluster was determined, assigning the most likely. The num-

ber of cluster was a method parameter. 

Additionally, variants of the methods: T2-DFPC, DFPC, SOM-

FCM, K-means, and FCM were considered too; by replacing the

clustering scheme with the BIC by only the clustering algorithm.

In this case it was needed using the number of cluster K in each

dataset as method parameter. In the next analysis, these clustering

algorithm variants were respectively called: T2-DFPC -wac , DFPC -

wac , SOM-FCM -wac , K-means -wac , and FCM -wac . 

Clustering accuracies obtained for the different datasets are

shown in Fig. 6 . The accuracy is represented by vertical bars. In

the cases of methods that use fuzzy predicates, three bars are

shown corresponding to different FL operators: standard triangular

norms (Max-Min operators), and compensatory operators (GMCL

and AMCL). A horizontal line shows the best result achieved by

the method proposed. A detailed analysis of the clustering results

is done in the next paragraphs for the different datasets. When two

different accuracy results acc 1 and acc 2 are compared, a percentage

difference of the accuracies is used computed as di f f erence % =
ac c 1 −ac c 2 

ac c 2 
× 100% . Also, results of statistical tests of significance for

the differences obtained are reported. 

For the Wine dataset ( Fig. 6 a) the accuracy obtained with the

proposed method was only improved by 0.5% (p < 0.05) for the

DFPC method, a fuzzy predicate method using type-1 FL. T2-DFPC

outperformed by 0.1% (p < 0.05) to the SOM-FCM- wac , the best of

the classical clustering method for this dataset. 

In the Iris dataset ( Fig. 6 b) the proposed method outperformed

all classical clustering methods by more than 1.4% (p < 0.05). How-

ever, T2-DFPC accuracy was outperformed by 1.5% for the DFPC-

wac (p < 0.05). 

In the cases of the MRI1 and MRI2 datasets ( Fig. 6 c and d) the

T2-DFPC was one of the best, but it was outperformed for some

of the testing methods. However, this differences were not signif-

icant according to the values obtained for the significance test. In

both datasets, the variant without automatic clustering T2-DFPC -

wac outperformed the proposed method by around of 1.5%. 
In the Wisconsin breast cancer ( Fig. 6 e), the obtained result in-

icated a good clustering performance of the proposed methods.

ome classical clustering algorithms outperformed the accuracy of

he T2-DFPC by 1.0% (p < 0.05). 

In the dataset Pima Indians diabetes ( Fig. 6 f), the obtained accu-

acy was 0.712, overcome by 0.5% by the SOM-FCM algorithm, but

hat difference was not significant. Analyzing the clustering tech-

iques based on fuzzy predicates, the proposed method had the

est accuracy, outperforming the DFPC by 1.7% (p < 0.05). 

For Moon dataset ( Fig. 6 g), the proposed method was the best

lustering method. The method overcomes by 3.9% the classical

lustering (p < 0.05) methods, having equal performance that DFPC.

The results of Seeds dataset set ( Fig. 6 h) reflected an improve-

ent of 0.8% (p < 0.05) of the method proposed over the classi-

al clustering methods, while the performances of the fuzzy predi-

ates clustering methods were very similar without significant dif-

erences. 

Finally, for the Banknote dataset ( Fig. 6 i) the clustering per-

ormance obtained with the T2-DFPC was improved by 0.7% by

he K-means method (p < 0.05) and by 2.1% by the T2-DFPC- wac

p < 0.05). 

Summarizing, even when the method proposed was overcome

n some cases; it was always one of the best, considering the ex-

eriments done testing very different datasets. When method pro-

osed was neither in the first nor in the second place, the accu-

acy was only a little lower. This preliminary evidence makes the

pproach reliable for data clustering. However, a major contribu-

ion of the proposed method is the interpretability of the clusters

ncluded in the stage #4 of the method not available in the others

est methods. 

Comparing with type-1 FL, in the cases where the method pro-

osed had not a better performance than the based on type-1 FL,

ifferences were small, never exceeding 1.7%. 

On the other hand, the clustering algorithms using the BIC

howed in general good performance in comparison with the re-

pective clustering algorithms without automatic clustering (the -

ac denominations), showing only minor differences in the accu-

acy values. 

.2. Predicate interpretation example: how the “knowledge 

iscovering” could be performed 

The knowledge about the clustering problem discovered by the

2-DFPC method could be easily extracted analyzing the interval

ype-2 membership functions and the fuzzy predicates as was ex-

lained in the stage #4 of the method. 

In order to clarify, in the present Section the interpretation of

he predicates discovered for the wide known Iris dataset is given.

his dataset consists of 150 samples of iris genus and four fea-

ures per sample: Sepal Length, Sepal Width, Petal Length, and

etal Width. The problem consists in assign each datum to one of

hree possible clusters: Iris Setosa, Iris Versicolor, and Iris Virginica.

n Fig. 7 the membership functions obtained for this dataset are

hown. Different colors indicate different clusters: Iris Setosa (red),

ris Versicolor (blue), and Iris Virginica (yellow). 

First, let us consider the cluster Iris Setosa, shown in red color

n the Fig. 7 . The membership functions were associated to dif-

erent attributes for different features. This association was per-

ormed by analyzing the position of each membership function in

he range of each feature as well as the feature meaning. As a re-

ult, the Iris Setosa cluster could be related to: “small” values of

Sepal Length”, “slightly large” values of “Sepal Width”, “very small”

alues of “Petal Length”, and “very small” values of “Petal Width”. 

Using the procedure suggested in stage #4 of the method T2-

FPC, the fuzzy predicate associated with the Iris Setosa clus-

er could be rewritten as: p ( d ): “The datum d belongs to Iris
Setosa 
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Fig. 6. Clustering accuracies obtained for the test datasets. Bars indicate different logic operators used (black: Max-Min; gray: GMCL; white: AMCL). The partition size used 

( M ) is indicated for each case. The horizontal dotted line indicates the best accuracy value obtained for the method proposed (T2-DFPC). (a) Wine. (b) Iris. (c) MRI1. (d) 

MRI2. (e) Wisconsin breast cancer. (f) Pima Indians diabetes. (g) Moon. (h) Seeds. (i) Banknote. 
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Fig. 7. Interval type-2 membership functions obtained for the Iris dataset. Different colors indicate different clusters: Iris Setosa (red), Iris Versicolor (blue), and Iris Virginica 

(yellow). (a) Interval type-2 membership functions for the feature “Sepal Length”. (b) Interval type-2 membership functions for the feature “Sepal Width”. (c) Interval type-2 

membership functions for the feature “Petal Length”. (d) Interval type-2 membership functions for the feature “Petal Width" . (For interpretation of the references to colour in 

this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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etosa” is equivalent to “The Sepal Length in the datum d is small

nd the Sepal Width in the datum d is slightly large and the Petal

ength in the datum d is very small and the Petal Width in the da-

um d is very small”. Consequently, it is easy to see how the cluster

ould be described using linguistic expressions extracted by ana-

yzing the membership functions and the fuzzy predicates obtained

rom the T2-DFPC method. Following the same procedure, the rest

f the clusters can be described as follows: 

• p Versicolor ( d ): “The datum d belongs to Iris Versicolor” is equiv-

alent to “The Sepal Length in the datum d is medium and

the Sepal Width in the datum d is small and the Petal

Length in the datum d is medium and the Petal Width in

the datum d is medium”. 
• p Virginica ( d ): “The datum d belongs to Iris Virginica” is equiv-

alent to “The Sepal Length in the datum d is large and the

Sepal Width in the datum d is medium and the Petal Length
in the datum d is large and the Petal Width in the datum d

is large”. 

As it was previously mentioned, a major advantage of using

he T2-DFPC approach in comparison with classical clustering al-

orithm is that it allows to evaluate the vagueness or variability

f the fuzzy concept obtained through clustering by analyzing the

OU of the membership functions generated. 

Following the observations included in the last part of the stage

4 method explanation and taking into account the membership

unctions obtained for the Iris dataset ( Fig. 7 ), the following analy-

is can be made. 

For the cluster Iris Setosa, shown in red in the Fig. 7 , the mem-

ership functions related to the features “Sepal Length” and “Sepal

idth” have relative large FOU, meaning large vagueness for these

eatures around the cluster, i.e. the cluster in these feature is not

ompact. On the contrary, there is a small vagueness for the “Petal

ength” and “Petal Width” in the cluster. As a result, it is possible
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to say that the first two features have lower importance than the

last two to assign data to Iris Setosa. 

In the case of Iris Versicolor, shown in blue in the Fig. 7 , the

obtained membership functions were relatively thin except for the

feature “Sepal Width”. Therefore, this cluster can be associated with

low vagueness except for the feature “Sepal Width”. 

The cluster Iris Virginica, shown in yellow in the Fig. 7 , were

associated to relatively large FOU for all the features, indicating a

high variability in the cluster prototypes obtained and high vague-

ness around the attributes described by the membership functions.

In addition, for the “Sepal Width” ( Fig. 7 b) the membership

functions obtained for the different cluster are highly overlapped,

which indicates a high fuzziness of the attributes discovered. 

It is possible to extract further information about the correla-

tion between features using the predicates and the membership

functions. For example, let us consider the attributes and the mem-

bership functions related to the features “Petal Length” and “Petal

Width” ( Fig. 7 c and d). For each cluster, the feature attributes con-

sidered are the same as well as the shape and the position of the

membership functions are very similar. In consequence, these ob-

servations allow concluding that the features “Petal Length” and

“Petal Width” are strongly correlated in this dataset. 

5. Discussion 

Analyzing the T2-SFPC method, in stages #1 and #2 (described

in Section 3.1 ), the clustering scheme FCM-BIC discovered knowl-

edge related to clustering. The number of cluster is automati-

cally defined, extracting cluster prototypes. Based on the cluster-

ing performances obtained with and without automatic clustering,

comparing the results of T2-SFPC with those of T2-SFPC- wac , BIC

combining with classical clustering techniques like FCM is a good

choice for determining the proper number of clusters. Variants of

the test clustering algorithms with BIC showed good accuracy as

well, enabling to perform clustering without need knowing the

number of clusters. 

Regarding the clustering assessment results, the obtained accu-

racy indicates that performance achieved using the method pro-

posed is similar to the results obtained by the test methods.

In some cases, the proposed approach outperformed the results

of the other methods. In others cases, the test methods showed

better performance than the T2-DFPC method. But, a major ad-

vantage of the method proposed is that the clustering is inter-

pretable, enabling the knowledge discovery. Besides, in the 100%

of the datasets tested the performance of the approach proposed

is highly acceptable, which evidences that it constitutes a reliable

method. 

In relation to the differences observed between the results of

models based on fuzzy predicates (T2-DFPC and DFPC) against to

traditional clustering, inherent theoretical approaches and com-

puting procedures are different. Fuzzy-predicate-based approaches

compute the belonging to a cluster weighting the fulfillment of at-

tributes related to the cluster. This belonging descends when data

move away of the maximum of the membership functions, which

do not necessarily correspond to the cluster centroid as they are

understood in the classical clustering theory. This occurs in the

methods T2-DFPC and DFPC. In addition, in the fuzzy predicates

partial belonging described by membership functions are aggre-

gated using fuzzy operators. On the contrary, traditional clustering

approach are based on distances in the data space. 

In general, accuracy depends on how good membership func-

tions capture cluster properties, which in the method proposed de-

pends on quality of the cluster prototypes obtained in the stage #2.

It is expected that resulting cluster prototypes describe the prop-

erties of clusters depending on the number of data in the dataset,

the quality of the features and how the shape of the original
lusters matches the theoretical hypothesis of the FCM-BIC ap-

roach, i.e. if the clusters correspond to Gaussian-spherical-

istributions. Tests carried out during the method development

howed a high dependence of the number of data. 

Observing accuracy obtained for the test methods based on

ype-1 FL, results showed similar performance against the meth-

ds based on interval type-2 FL, indicating small differences. The

ssential characteristic of our proposal is combining the results

oming from the different subsets of a given dataset as they were

ifferent “opinions” of experts. This unique characteristic can give

o the proposed method advantages respect to methods based on

ype-1 FL, especially considering vagueness in data, for instance,

aused by noise. Tests based on data affected by noise are currently

eing run. 

Performance obtained comparing intervals by means of the

ethod proposed suggests that the method based on the measure

f intervals of truth values can be used as a general methodology

o apply interval type-2 FL in models based on fuzzy predicates,

aking the advantages of this kind of FL. 

In addition, the computational cost involved in computing in-

erval type-2 fuzzy predicates and interval comparing using the

roposed methodology is comparable to the required for the type-

 fuzzy predicates scheme. Therefore, that proposal for comparing

nterval could be applied in pattern recognition problems replacing

he models based on FIS, especially considering the computational

ost involved in the defuzzification operations. 

The only parameter to be considered for the application of the

2-DFPC is the size of the initial random partition ( M ), except in

ases where the dataset is already physically partitioned. Such pa-

ameter should be set according to the number of data to be clus-

ered, taking into account that each subset generated should be

tatistically representative of the initial dataset X. As an additional

haracteristic, the initial data partition can reduce the computa-

ional cost of the clustering stages used for the extraction of clus-

ers prototypes using parallel computing. 

In this regard, the T2-DFPC method could be implemented in

istributed clustering approach, where in general a large number

f data are processed. In such application, M nodes act collecting

ata, defining M data subsets and replacing the initial random par-

ition of the stage #1 of the method. The stages #2 and #3 of the

2-DFPC method are applied to the subset in each of the M nodes,

enerating clusters prototypes. Then, each node can compute mean

alues and standard deviations for its prototypes defining type-1

embership functions following the steps of the stage #4 of the

2-DFPC. Finally, parameters of the Gaussian type-1 membership

unction are shared for the different nodes, which can generate in-

erval type-2 membership functions and fuzzy predicates. As a re-

ult, it is possible to generate a fuzzy system enabling the cluster-

ng of the data in each node, where the node just has to evaluate

he fuzzy predicates. Main advantage of such an approach is that

he fuzzy clustering system includes information of all the nodes. 

For all said, the T2-DFPC method can be applied to most data

lustering applications. In the next, a brief analysis is given, com-

aring existing clustering schemes and their application against

ur method. 

Some interesting proposal aims to identify particular cases in

ata as a consequence of a fuzzy clustering and a posterior super-

ised classification system ( Singh, Verma, & Thoke, 2016 ). In our

pproach, outliers are non-significant because they would have low

nfluence in membership functions determination. 

Our approach could be suitable to be applied in business sce-

arios where big data are considered, probably coming from dif-

erent data sources, and patterns of behavior are trying to be dis-

overed ( Cerquitelli, Servetti, & Masala, 2016; Ordoñez et al., 2017 ).

iven the raising quantity of data, methods need to be more robust

o noise and they are required to be able to merge results coming
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rom subsets of the data. Both needs are covered in the proposed

ethod as well because interval type-2 membership functions are

enerated combining cluster prototypes coming from different data

ubsets. 

Medical problems could find in the T2-DFPC approach a pre-

iminary knowledge from a priori cases, giving a decision support

ystem based on data and maybe adding some expert optimization.

s an example, patients with successful and unsuccessful surgeries

ould be identified in different clusters and additional information

bout the different cases could be discovered ( Swenson, Bastian, &

embhard, 2016 ). Other interesting application consist on apply a

ophisticated ensemble-based clustering algorithm in order to dis-

over patterns in cancer data ( Qi et al., 2013 ). In this case, fur-

her information about the outcome is mandatory to understand

he problem. 

This paper gives a contribution for the continuous developing

ubject of data comprehension. Similar works has been published

or classification and clustering tasks, aiming to explain the results

btained ( Piltaver, Luštrek, Gams, & Martin ̌ci ́c-Ipši ́c, 2016 ). 

Some previous works suggested fuzzy predicates as a technique

pplied to magnetic resonance images, considering different image

ypes acquired at the same time ( Meschino et al., 2015 ). This ap-

roach could be highly enriched using interval type-2 membership

unctions to integrate information coming from, for example, dif-

erent imaging centers in a unique fuzzy system. Once the cluster-

ng system learned from data, it is able to suggest a cluster for new

ata. If clusters were previously analyzed and identified, new data

ill have a characterization by similarity. 

Summarizing, the proposed methodology which includes the

2-DFPC method for the generation of interval type-2 membership

unctions and fuzzy predicates and the measure of interval of truth

alues for interval comparing has the next features: 

• As a result of the T2-DFPC, each cluster is explained by only

one fuzzy predicate as p k ( d ): “The datum d belongs to cluster k,”

whose degree of truth will be computed by the logic combina-

tion of simple predicates and interval type-2 membership func-

tions generated automatically from the data. 
• The cluster assignment is performed by evaluating all fuzzy

predicates for each datum and determining which predicate has

the highest measure of interval of truth values, as it is detailed

in the Section 3.2 . 
• The method captures the knowledge contained in data and

stores it in interval type-2 membership function and fuzzy

predicates. 
• The discovered knowledge can be interpreted and also can be

modified by experts. Each cluster can be explained by only one

predicate in a simpler way than in others algorithms proposed

previously ( Meschino et al., 2015 ). An expert user is able to give

linguistic meaning to the membership functions and the predi-

cates that were automatically discovered. In addition, informa-

tion about vagueness and variability inside a cluster as well as

fuzziness of the attributes modelled by the membership func-

tion can be obtained. 
• The generated predicates are able to generalize the knowledge

for new cases (new data) by assigning them to clusters, as an

intelligent system. In this sense, the clustering approach could

be defined as a prototypes-based clustering. 
• In order to generate the interval type-2 membership function a

considerable amount of data cases are needed, considering that

a partition is required and the number of data in each subset

must be representative. In consequence, the method could not

be correctly applied on clustering problems with small number
of data. 
. Conclusion 

In this paper it is proposed a new data clustering method called

ype-2 Data-based Fuzzy Predicate Clustering (T2-DFPC) where

uzzy predicates automatically-discovered from data are used to

erform the clustering. Interval type-2 FL is used to quantify the

egree of truth of the fuzzy predicates modelling the variability

n the knowledge extracted from data. The proposal includes a

ethodology for interval comparing, enabling the use of interval

ype-2 FL in data clustering based on predicates. 

The fuzzy predicates act as cluster descriptors which consider

ow the data behave into each cluster and enabling to discover

nowledge about it. 

As the interval type-2 membership functions merge all data

ariability into each cluster in a unique membership function, only

ne compound fuzzy predicate is defined for each of the discov-

red clusters. As a result, the knowledge interpretation is easier

ompared to other existing interpretable clustering algorithms. 

The proposed method is a fast, useful, general, and unsuper-

ised approach for interpretable data clustering. The knowledge

xtracting capabilities is one of the more important contribu-

ions. Linguistic expressions obtained from predicates can be easily

dapted to match the terminology of the field the data relate to. 

The T2-DFPC method was applied to different datasets and re-

ults obtained were compared against classical clustering algo-

ithms and a clustering method similar to the proposed one that

ses type-1 FL. The T2-DFPC method was consistently one of the

est in terms of accuracy, considering experiments on very differ-

nt datasets. Moreover, the knowledge extraction was very easy,

hich was shown on the Iris dataset. 

These results show the T2-DFPC is a promising clustering

aradigm. Also, the minor differences between the accuracy of al-

orithms with and without using BIC suggest that combining BIC

ith a clustering algorithm is a good approach to automatically de-

ermine the number of clusters. 

As immediate future work, we plan to analyze how to com-

ine the advantages of the interval type-2 FL in data clustering

nd the SOM as knowledge extracting tool as was used in the

pproach based on type-1 FL reported in ( Meschino et al., 2015 ),

alled SOM-based Fuzzy Predicate Clustering (SFPC). It is expected

hat using this approach, cluster prototypes can be improved due

o the SOM abilities to generalize the data-space, obtaining more

uitable descriptions of the clusters and higher clustering accura-

ies than those obtained with the T2-DFPC method. This approach

s currently being developed. 

We are currently also performing extra experiments on noisy

atasets to evaluate the robustness of the method proposed. 
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